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CHOICE 
St6phane KAPLAN* 
LRI, Biitiment 490, Universite’ des Sciences, F-91405 Orsay Cedex, France 
Abstract. The privileged field of classical algebra and term-rewriting systems i  that of strictly 
deterministic systems: the conjhence property is generally assumed to hold, which implies deter- 
minism for the result of the computations, even if there exist several different computation paths. 
In this paper, we introduce a bounded nondeterministic choice operator “u” into algebraic 
specifications and related term-rewriting systems. The operator “u”, which constructs sets of 
values, satisfies AC (associative-commutative) properties, which allows to apply results about 
equational rewriting. Attention is then mainly restricted to so-called regular systems, where 
nondeterministic choice is constraint-free. Several examples are considered, including a toy 
concurrent language, for which nontrivial properties may be automatically proved. 
Key words. Term-rewriting systems, confluence, nondeterminism, equational rewriting. 
Introduction 
The field of term-rewriting systems has greatly developed uring the past several 
years. It provides an appropriate operational description for algebraic specifications, 
defining abstract implementation by means of symbolic evaluation within the term 
algebra. Several arge theorem-proving systems have been developed along these 
lines. However, an essential constraint on those systems i  that they must be confluent. 
Roughly speaking, the confluence property means that, even if different computa- 
tional paths are possible in order to evaluate a given term, the result must be unique. 
Therefore, it has not been possible so far to treat nondeterministic and, in particular, 
concurrent specifications in that framework, in a fully satisfying way. 
In this paper, we propose a new formalism allowing to introduce xplicit nondeter- 
minism in term-rewriting systems. This formalism extends the classical (strictly 
deterministic) one, while maintaining its most important properties: coherence 
between the algebraic and the operational aspects, possibilities of automatic theorem 
proving, etc. Our main idea is to introduce a special purpose operator “u”, which 
realizes bounded nondeterministic hoice by constructing sets of results. For 
instance, the fact that a constant “u” may rewrite into “b” or “c” is specified in 
our formalism by the rule: a + b. u c. All the nonconfluence that is permitted in such 
systems is compelled to derive from the sole operator “Y”. 
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In a first approach to this question [29], we defined a new algebraic formalism, 
together with its associated rewriting counterpart. It appears that slightly restricting 
the kind of nondeterminism that is allowed, the “u” operator may be modeled in 
a classical algebraic framework, that is in turn associated with term-rewriting systems 
modulo associative-commutative properties of “u”; this paper presents the latter 
approach. 
Our formalism can be used to deal with concurrent specifications, much in the 
flavor of the process algebras of the ACP group (cf. [4,5,6]). The kernel of a 
concurrent language is presented to illustrate this aspect. Moreover, the approach 
developed here is at the basis of our work on the algebraic specification of concur- 
rently accessed ata structures [31]. 
A crucial hypothesis about this formalism is that all the computations eventually 
terminate, as it is the case for classical term-rewriting systems. Thus, we need not 
consider the properties of infinite nondeterministic alculi, as found, for instance 
in 112, 20,40,43]. 
Section 1 defines the algebraic basis of our approach, via the notion of u- 
specifications. Section 2 introduces u-term-rewriting systems, with their interpreta- 
tion as equational systems. In Section 3, we restrict our attention to the class of 
regular systems; results about confluence are discussed. Lastly, Section 4 illustrates 
the application of our methods to the proof of inductive properties. 
We assume that the reader has a basic knowledge of algebras and term-rewriting 
systems (cf. [ 1,241 for basic references), nondeterminism (cf. 12,403) and concur- 
rency (cf. [9, 10, 25, 381). However, notations and concepts are systematically 
redefined, and the paper is intended to be self-contained. 
1. The algebraic framework 
In this section, we first recall classical notions about algebraic specifications and 
term algebras. We then introduce our notion of u-specification. 
1.1. Classical specifications 
We briefly recall several definitions, that are usual in the fields of abstract data 
types and term-rewriting systems (cf. [ 1,241 for further details). 
A signature consists of: 
a set S of domain identifiers, called sorts. 
a set C of function identifiers, with an arity function ar: C + S+. If ar(j’) = s1 l . . s,,q 
we write f:s+ l l xs,+s. 
We denote by T s,z the set of all terms built as usual on (S, 1E) (often called 
ground terms). T” s,s stands for the set of ground terms of sort s. Let X = (XS)SES 
be an infinite set of typed variables; Ts,=(X) denotes the set of terms with variables. 
For t E T,,,(X), Var( t) s nds for the variables occurring in t. Substitutions are 
defined in the usual way. he application of a substitution CT to a term t is written 
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ta. A context is a term K[X,l of T&(X) with a distinguished occurrence of a 
variable X, of type s E S. An equation on signature (S, 2) is a pair (t, t’) of terms 
with variables belonging to the same sort; it is usually written t = t’. 
An algebraic speciJication is a triple SPEC = (S, 2, E), where (S, Z) is a signature, 
and E a set of equations on this signature. 
A model M of specification SPEC consists of: 
for each s E S, a domain N”, 
for each fe 2, with f: s1 x . l . X s, + s, an application f M : 5 x . . .xM”nj,M” 
such that, for any equation t = t’ of E and for any ground substitution u : X + T&, 
we have 
evalM (tu) = evalM (t’u) 
where evalM : 7& + M is recursively defined by evallw (f( t, , . . . , t,)) = 
f”(evalM(h), . . . 9 evdM( t,)). Property (*) is usually written: Ml= t = t’. 
Given two models M and M’ of a specifi&ion SPEC, a morphism 4 from M to 
M’ is a family of applications qs : M” + M’” such that, for any f: sl x l l l x s, + s, 
and for any mi E M”i 
Qs(f”h,-, mn)) =f"'(Qs,h), l l l 9 Qs&"d). 
ModspEC, the set of all the models of a specification SPEC with its morphisms, is 
a nonempty category. 
A congruence = is a family ( f _ F) sEs of equivalence relations on Ts,= (respectively 
Ts,= (X)) such that, for any f: s1 x . l l x s, + s and for any ti, ti E Ts,, (X)‘i (respec- 
tively T&), if Vie [l,. . . ) n], ti =si t:, then f(t,, . . . , t,) =,f(t:, . . . , t:). Moreover, 
if E is on Ts,c (X), it should be the case that if t = t’, then ta = t’cr, for any substitution 
CT. A set of equations E being given, there exists a smallest congruence sE on Ts,, 
that contains all the couples (K[ M&J, K[ M’a]), where M = M’ ranges over E, 
K[X] is a context, and a a ground substitution. Then, Ts,= / = E is the initial model 
of SPEC. 
We consider occurrences in terms as finite strings of integers in the usual manner. 
For a term t and an occurrence o in t, tl, stands for the subterm of t the root of 
which is at occurrence U. t[o + t’] is the term t, where tl, is replaced by the term 
t’. It is understood in this case that the sort of t’ is also the sort of tlo. 
We say that a term t matches the term h, called a pattern, at occurrence w via 
the substitution a if tlo - AU. Two terms t and t’ are unifiable if there exists a 
substitution u such that TV = t’u. In that case, they admit a most general unifier, 
i.e., a substitution p that is a unifier of t and t’, and such that, for every unifier 0 
of t and t’, there exists a substitution U’ such that u = PC’. 
Let E be a set of equations on Ts,, (X). We say that t and t” are E-un$able if 
there exists a substitution u such that tcr = E f’(~. complete set of E-unifiers of t 
and t’ is a set C of E- ifiers of t and t’ such tha for any E-unifier P of t and b’, 
there exists a Q E C a a substitution T sue 
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For a given relatii;n -), +* denotes its reflexive and transitive closure, and +-I 
its inverse. Thus, (+ u 3-l)” decotes the reflexive, symmetric and transitive closure 
of+. 
1.2. u -Speci$cations 
We now present our specific notion of specification with explicit nondeterministic 
operator. 
efinition 1.1. A u -speci$cation is a classical specification (S, Z, Edef + E,) such that: 
(1) for a subset S” of S, for any s E S”, there exist two operators: 
&:+s and U,:SXS+S; 
(2) for every f: s1 x. . l xs,,-,s,if s&J” forsome iE[l,...,n],thensES”; 
(3) E, is the following set of equations: for any s E S”, 
vsx xu*x=x, (1) 
foranyf:s,x- X S, + s with Si E S”, V,Xj( j Z: i), V,,X, y, 
f(x1 9’..¶ xi--l~xuS~~~xi+~~o*~~x*~ 
The intuition is that the sorts of S” represent sets of values; for s E S”, us 
represents the union of sets of values of sort s, and 0, is the empty set of values of 
sort s. This statement is made precise in Section 3 (Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.3). 
Property (2) then states that if an operator may take a set of values as one of its 
arguments, it has to be able to return a set of values. Lastly, the equations of E, 
respectively state the properties of associativity, commutativity, idempotence, 
neutrality and distributivity of the us and 0, (abbreviated from now on by the letters 
“A”, “CM, “I”, “N” and 6,,99). 
The equations of Edef are those defined by the users. It is the part (together with 
S and 2) that allows to specify different u-specifications. 
We sometimes use the concept of mu-specijcation, which is identical to a u- 
specification except hat equation (I) need not hold. Thus, operators into S” will 
produce multisets of results, as made explicit in Section 3. 
We consider the kernel, a small programming language with concur- 
ncurrency is modeled as in the formalism of the process 
1s language, processes a ly to values (and produce sets 
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of values) via an application operator “1 :” ci k0 ckus. Its u-specification is as 
follows: 
S = {values, process), S” = {values}; 
C = (a, b, . . . : + process}, 
+ : process x process + process, 
; : process X process + process, 
11 : process X process + process, 
U, : process X process + process, 
: : : process X values + values}; 
v praxes Ps 99 
v process P9 99 
V pro zess P9 99 V valuesiX, 
V process P, 99 v x values 9 
(p+q)::x=(p::x)u(q::x), 
(p;q)::x=(p::(q::x))}. 
For instance, we have 
(a;bI(a;c)::x=(a;a;b;c)::xu(a;a;c;b)::x 
u(a;b;a;c)::xu(a;c;a;b)::x* 
In a given instance of the language, to terms such as “a: :x” a particular meaning 
would be assigned, which would describe the language in a complete fashion (cf, 
1291). In Section 4, we will present proofs for several properties of this language. 
Example 1.3. Let us consider a Petri net l++T (cf., e.g., [44,45], from which we borrow 
the notations). We suppose that the transitions of A! may be passed in either 
directions (this condition is dropped later, when considering u-term-rewriting 
- systems that are naturally oriented). We associate to N the mu-specification 
defined by 
SR = S” = {places}; 
& contains only constants of sort “places”, exactly one per place of the net; 
let T be a transition of the net, let pl, . . . , pn be the transitions leading to 7, and 
41, . . . , qn the transitions issued from r: by (eT) we define the equation: 
9lU “‘uqn=q;u*g*uq:, 
and we let E$f={(eT)I~~ TN}. 
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2 
Fig. 1. 
For instance, to the net shown in Fig. 1, the following equations are associated: 
F&f - Irl - { eproduce: p2 =Pl P 
esend: P1 =P2up3, 
e receive: P3uP4=ps, 
e consume: Ps = P4h 
Now, to a marking p of the net, with ki tokens in the place qi (for i E [l, . . . , n]), 
we associate the term 
ap=q:xJ* l wq$ 
with q* = q and qk+’ - q u qk_ It is then easy to check that y. f is acecAble from p 
if and only if 8p = fi 8+ 
Conversely, to any mu-specification SPEC such that S” = S, one may associate 
a Petri net w(SPEC) in the following way: 
the places of rr(SPEC) are the ground terms containing no %” or “0” symbols; 
to any ground instance of an equation of Edef in j?attened form (cf. Section 2) 
4 u l -utn =spEz t’,u* l ‘U t’,, is associated a (nonoriented) transition with 
arrows from tl,. . . , tn and to t:, . . . , tb. 
As before, to any term t in flattened from $1 u . l . u zn, we associate the marking 
of the net v(t) with ki tokens in the place ti (i E [ 1, . . a , n]). Then t sSPEC t’ if and 
only if u(t) is accessible from v( t’). 
Moreover, for any Petri net N, g(N) = N and for any marking p of N, V( 8J = EL. 
Similarly, for any mu-specification SPEC, rr(SPEC) is isomorphic to SPEC (i.e., 
the models of both specifications are the same) and, for any term t in flattened 
form, J?“(,) = t. 
In this section, we present our notion of u-term-rewriting systems, which is the 
natural operational interpretation of u-specificati ns. Since these systems are 
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equational, we first recall essential properties of equational term-rewriting systems 
(cf. 126, 27, 28, 341). 
2.1. General equational term-rewriting systems 
We suppose that a set of equations E and a set of rewrite rules R are given on 
Ts*=(X). We define several notions of rewriting on Ts,r (X). 
Definition 2.1. Given two terms t and t’ in Ts,=(X), we have 
t +R/E t’ iff there exist u and U’ in Ts,s(X) such that t “E u, u +R u’ and u’ =E u; 
t +&E t’ iff there exist a rule h + p in R, an occurrence o of t, and a substitution 
a such that tl, =E ha and t’ = t[o + p&J. 
We suppose that R = L+ NL, where the rules of L are left-linear. Then, 
t 46”~~~ t’ iff 
- either there exist a rule h + p in L, an occurrence o of t, and a substitution CT 
such that t;, = ho and t’ = t[o + pu], 
- or there exist a rule A + p in NL, an occurrence o of t, and a substitution c
such that tl, =EhU and t’= t[hPpU]. 
*R/E simulates the rewriting on the classes modulo E. However, it requires two 
steps of E-equality, which is costly. This justifies the consideration of the other 
rewriting relations; Results 2.4 and 2.5 hereafter then ensure that, under good 
hypotheses, all these rewritings convey the same information. +&E has been intro- 
duced by Peterson and Stickel 9421, and + kuNLE is considered, for instance, in 
[27,34]. Note that we have 
Defiuitioa 2.2. A finite set of equations E is smooth if 
0 E-pattern matching is decidable; 
E-unification is decidable, and there exists an algorithm computing a minimal 
set of E-unifiers of two given terms; 
zE is decidable; 
the congruence classes of EE are finite. 
When E is smooth, the four rewriting relations considered above are decidable. 
Note that these conditions are satisfied in particular when E = AC (i.e., associativity 
and commutativity of the u/s), which is the case in this paper. 
efinition 2.3. A binary relation + on TsVr(X) is E-terminating iff there exist no 
infinite chain: 
Let + be a binary relation on TS,= (X) such that + R/ E 3 + 2 *I+ The 
(ii) -) is E-terxinating, 
(iii) + R is kk?rminating. 
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Definition and property 2.5. Let E be a finite set of equations. A binary relation + 
on T,,, (X) is E-Church-Rosser iff, for any terms t, t’ of TS,, (X) such that 
t (se u + u +-‘)*f’, there exist YO terms u, u’ such that t +* u, t’ +* u’, u sE u’. 
If + is E-Church-Rosse - and E-terminating, then, for any terms t, t’ of T,,, (Xl 
ye have 
where tJ and t’4 are any normal form of t and t’ for 3. 
This states that, under the condition that + is E-terminating and E-Church- 
Rosser, it is sufficient o consider the normal form of two terms in order to decide 
whether they are in relation via (=E u + u +-I)*. 
Result 2.5 typically applies to + being one of the rewriting relations defined above 
(Definition 2.1). Note that, in this case, and more generally for any + such that 
+R/E 2 + 2 +R, we have 
(SE U + U 3-l)” = EE+R_ 
In this last expression, R is considered as a set of equations. Also, Result 2.4 holds 
when replacing “E-terminating” by “E-Church-Rosser”. Thus, it stems from 
Property 2.5 that deciding the equality of two terms modulo E + R simply amounts 
to checking whether their normal forms for any + between *R/E and -+R are equal 
modulo E. 
Lastly, we recall results ci iu Knuth-Bendix allowing to decide whether the previous 
rewriting relations are E-Church-Rosser, knowing that they are E-terminating. 
Let R and R’ be two sets of rules. We define: 
(1) CP( R, R’), the set of critical pairs of R against R’, as the set of pairs (t, t’) 
such that: 
- there exist a rule h + p, a rule A’+ p’ in R’, a nonvariable occurrence o in A such 
that hi” and A’ are unifiable, of m.g.u. ap 
- t = pa and t’ = Ao[o + p’o]; 
(2) ECP(R, R’), the set of E-critical pairs of R against R’, as the set of pairs (t, t’) 
such that 
- there exist a rule A + p, a rule A’+ p’ in R’, a nonvariable occurrence w in A such 
that Aim and A’ are E-unViable, with minimal set of E-unifiers A, 
- t = pa and t’ = Ao[w + p’o], where G ranges over A. 
Let also CP( E, R) = CP( E’eft-to-right, R) + CP( Eright-to-‘eft, R) where E*eft-to-right stands 
for the equations of E oriented from left to right, etc. Note that, under our 
assumptions on E, all the previous sets of critical pairs are computable. 
We say that a C&id pair (t, t’) is convergent iff &‘& “E t’& A set of critical pairs 
is convergent when each of its pairs is convergent. We then have the following main 
theorem (cf., e.g., [27]). 
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Theorem 2.7. Let E be a smooth set of equations on TS,r( t R be a set of rules 
on TS,= (X) such that R = L+ NL, where L contains only left-linear ules. We suppose 
that R is E-terminating. Trhen + LvNLE is E-Church-Rosser iff 
(1) any critical pair in CP( L, L) + CP( L, NL) + CP( L, E) + CP( E, L) is convergent 
f or +LuNLE, and 
(2) any E-critical pair in ECPCNL, NL)+ ECP(NL, L)+ECP(NL, E) is conver- 
gentfor +L"NLE- 
This gives a decision procedure for + LuNLE being E-C 
for any + between + R/E and +R) under the hypOtheSt?S 
that in the case where NL = 0, we obtain the theorem of 1221, stating that it is enough 
to check for the convergence of CP( L, L) +CP( L, E) + CP( E, L). 
2.2. v-Term-rewriting systems 
Definition 2.8. A u-term-rewriting systems (abbreviated into u -TRS) is an equational 
term-rewriting system (1$1 F) on the signature of a u-specification, where: 
(1) E is the following set of equations: for any s E S”, 
v,x,y,z (xvsy)u,~==Js(Y~s~), (A) 
0, Y xusy=ywsx. 
(2) R = L-t NL, and: 
(C) 
@ L= RN+ R,+ Rpf, with 
foranysESU, xu,fl,+x, tRN) 
for any f: s1 X 9 l l XS,,+S with SiESU, 
f( Xl, . . . . xi--l,?sUqY,Xi+l,=~*sXn) 
0 NL = RI + Re[, with 
for any sES”, x u,x+x; 
Rpf and Re[ are user-defined set of rules, such that Rpf is left-linear. 
(R,) 
SO, with respect to u -specifications of Section 2, the equations of E, are simulated 
by E, RI, RN and RD, while Edef is simulated by RFf and Rc[. 
Other ways of splitting the equations might have been considered. We have chosen 
to let E = AC in particular, because there exist rewrite rule laboratories, such as 
the REVE system 134,371, that allow to experiment with such kind of rules. Actua!ly, 
it has been possible to validate the approach suggested in this paper through several 
experiments under REVE-2, as reported hereafter, simulating with success our notion 
of rewriting. 
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Notice however that the “I” equations could not be integrated into E since the 
congruence classes of =E would not be finite any longer in this case. Also, and to 
our knowledge, matching and unification modulo AC and “D” have not been studied 
systematically so far (cf. [33] for general reference on the topic). 
As before, we will sometimes refer to mu-TRS, which are u-TRS without the 
rewrite rules “RI”. For instance, let us consider again Petri nets, as in Example 1.3, 
but assuming now that the transitions are oriented (as they actually are). Equation 
(e,) is now interpreted by the rule (r& 
41u “*uq”+q;U~* l uqk 
which is in Rdef NL (or possibly in Rpf). Then, with the same conventions, a marking 
& of the net is accessible from a marking p iff 8p + R/E 8+ Several properties of 
Petri nets may be studied in this fashion (cf. also [14] for related approach, using 
nonequat;; +aal systems! j \ Notice however that the hypothesis of E-termination is 
equivalent o the fact that all the computations tarting from any initial marking 
terminate, which is a strong requirement. 
2.3. Properties of basic u - TRS 
Here we consider properties of the u-system such that RF’= Re[= 8. We have 
E = AC and R = IND. It may be considered as the basic system that is contained 
in any u-system. In this case, + tuNLE is simply +RE = +tNb,E. We have the 
following result: 
Theorem 2.9. (1) The relation + 1ND.E is E-terminating and E-Church- Rosser. The 
E-normal form of a term for + IND,E is called its quasi-flattened form. 
(2) Let +. stand for + ]ND+( Flat),E where (Flat) is the fcmily of rules 
Us(t 19 l l l 9 tn, us (?“+I 9 l l l 9 tn+A fn+?n+l, l l l 9 tni-m+p) 
4s 0, t t 9***9 n9 n+l,*.*, t t n+Pn, n+m+lrm--9 t 1 n+m+p3 
“s” being a sort of S” and the us being considered as associative-co,mmutative operators 
of variable arity. Then +. is E-terminating and E-Church-Rosser. The normal form 
for +. of a term t of sort s E S” is called its flattened form, and denoted by flat(t). 
For instance, if t = f (a u b u a, g( c u 0, d u e)), its flattened form (modulo E) is 1 
f(a, gk d)) uf(a, gk e))uf(b, g(c, d)) uf(b, gk e)). 
The proof of Theorem 2.9 is obtained via Theorem 2.7. See also [28]. It implies in 
particular that 
t “AcIND t’ iff flat(t) =E flat(t’). 
In the following, we will generally assume that the terms under consideration are 
&flattened form, as well as the left-han sides and the right-hand 
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ewe res 
In this section, we restrict attention to regular systems, defined hereafter, which 
share interesting properties. Note that Theorem 2.7 provides means of checking 
whether any E-terminating u-TRS (not necessarily regular) is E-Church-Rosser, 
by computation of the several sets of critical pairs. Nowever, we are going to give 
a refined version of this result adapted to the case of regular systems. 
Definition 3.1. (I) A u-TRS is left- u -free if the left-hand side of each rule of Rpf 
and Re[ contains no “us” or “0,” symbol. 
(2) A u-TRS is regular if it is left-u-free and Re[ is empty. 
Similarly, we say that a term is u-free if it contains no “u,” or “0,” symbol. 
The condition of left-u-freeness omehow states that the nondetermnistic hoice 
is context-free: the set of the r=Lults of a computation represented by expI u exp2 is 
exactly the union of the set of the results of expl with the set of the results of exp2. 
This condition is for instance satisfied with the language presented in Example 1.2, 
and to our opinion characterizes methodologically the nondeterministic hoice 
operators. 
On the other hand, Petri nets representations are not in general eft-u -free (for 
instance, the one considered in Example 1.3 is not). Indeed, in this case, the “u” 
operator represents ynchronization (“p u q” is read: there is a token in p and a 
token in q), and not nondeterministic hoice. 
Note lastly that the condition of left-linearity is of technical order, as appears 
later on. We remark that for a regular system, + LUNLE is simply reduced to +R,E. 
From now on, we suppose that a regular u-system is given, which is E-terminating 
and E-Church-Rosser. Note that for any t E TS,=(X)“, with s E S”, the normal form 
of t (modulo AC) is of the form: tl us l . l us tn,l where the ti’s are distinct u-free 
terms of TS,= (X)” in normal form; this derives from the fact that +R,E contains 
+ IND,E (cf. Section 2.3). We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. For any t, t’ E TS,= (X)’ with associated normal form t, u, 9 l l u, t,, and 
t; u2 l l ’ u, t& we have that t:’ us. . 9 us 3; is the normal form of t u, t’, where the 
set (t:l, . . . , $1 is the set-theoretic union of the sets {t, , . . . , t,,) and (t:, . . . , tk}. 
We now provide a characterization of the initial model of the u-specification 
associated to a regular system, in terms of sets of values. This allows to justify the 
intuition about the interpetation of the “u” and “f19’ symbols. 
To this effect, let (R, E) be a given U-TRS on a signature (S, Z), and let s E s”. 
We define: 
)” 1 t is a u-normal form}, 
PA” as the set of the finite subsets of 
’ This expression conventionally being ‘*f&** if n = 0, and “t,*’ if n = 1. 
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We now define a (S, J&algebra PA in the following fashion: 
if s E S”, PA” is the set of all the normal forms of sort s; 
if s E S”, 0,‘” is the empty set; 
if sES”, vs pA is the set-theoretic union in PA”; 
for++* l l x s, + s such that s E S” and if si E S” and sj L S” for j # i, then, if 
the terms (Q)j+i are normal forms, 
fPA(h,***,O,*.*,fn)=O, 
fpA( t lr**=, {T}, . . . , t,,) = {& , . . . , Tm}, where r is a u-free normal form 
and &cl l l l u iTm is the normal 
form of T modulo E, 
for f: s1 X ..=xs,~ssuchthats~S”and’dj~[l,...,ra],s~~S”,wehave,ifthe 
terms (Q)IGJCn are normal forms, 
JrpA(tl,. . . , t,,) = t, where t is the normal form of $( tl, . . . , tn). 
In this definition, we used the fact that, for a term t E Ti,r with s @ S” and for 
any t’ such that t +* t’, we have that t’ is u-free. Also, the cases (left open in the 
previous definition) where more than one sort of S” appear in the profile of an 
operator are handled similarly by distributivity. Lastly, though it is not conventional 
to represent the constants “0,” by the empty set, it is considered here as a constant 
of PA”, and no particular difficulty arises. 
For instance, with Example 1.2, we have 
evalPA((a;b~la;c)::x)={(a;a;b;c)::x,(a;a;c;E)::x, 
(u;b;u;c)::x,(u;c;a;b)::x}. 
We then obtain the following result. 
heorem 3.3. PA is (isomorphic to) the initial model of the v -specification ussociuted 
to (R, E). 
roof. We have Edef = p’and E,=E+ IND. Using Lemma 3.2, we deduce that 
PA satisfies Edef and E,. We simply nee to esiablish that there exists a unique 
morphism from PA into the initial model I = TS,, / = Edef+E, of the u-specification. 
The only possible morphism cp is (denoting bJ [ t]Edef+E, the class of a u-free term 
modulo Edef + E,): 
if s E S”, then any t E ’ is a normal form in T& and p(t) = [t]EdCf+EU; 
ifsES”a;ldtisaw- normal form of T&, then q({ t)) = [tl]Ed~f+Eu; 
if s5zS” and (ti)l<isn are distinct u-free normal forms of T&, then 
440 I,***, t,})-[tlw l l u fnlLF+E”; 
if” s E S”, Q (0) = [0+]fpf,&. 
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Then cp is well-defined; this is because if two sets of u-free normal forms of sort 
s E S” are equal, then, by Lemma 3.2, the result of Q applied to either of these sets 
is identical. Lastly, case analysis shows that (p is a morphism. This terminates the 
proof of Theorem 3.3. Cl 
The previous theorem ensures that, under the hypothesis of regularity, E-termina- 
tion and E-Church-Rosserness, the intuition about u-specifications in terms of sets 
and union of sets is valid. In order to achieve these hypotheses, we now have the 
central result of this paper. 
Theorem 3.4. Let (R, E) be a regukzr v -system that is E-terminating. ?‘k?n + %E is 
E-Church - Rosser if CP( RF’, Rpf) is convergent. 
Proof. According to Section 2, and since WE is reduced to RI, we need to check 
for the convergence of: 
CP(L, L)+CP(L, E)+CP(E, L)+ECP(R,, R,)+ECP(R,, L) 
+ECP(R,, E). 
Let RND stand for RN + RD. The previous expression develops into 
CP( RdLC_ Rpf) 
+ CP(RND, RND) 
+ CP( RNDm Rpf) + CP( RF’, RND) 
+CP(R,,, E)+CP(E, RND) 
+CP(Rp’, E)+CP(E, Rpf) 
+ECP(Rt, R,)+ECP(R,, RND)+ECP(RI, E) 
-t ECP( RI, Rpf). 
(0) 
(1) 
( ) 2 
(3) 
(4) 
(9 
(6) 
Now we conclude: 
- Expressions (l), (3) and (5) give rise to either empty or convergent critical sets. 
This comes from the fact that +IND,AC is Church-Rosser. 
- Regarding expression (2), CP(RN, Rff) is empty, because any left-hand side of 
Rpf is u-free. Thus, such a left-hand side only unifies with the left-hand side 
“X ~0” of RN at a variable occurrence. Suppose now t a left-hand side of a 
rule A+p of Rrf unifies with (an occurrence of) the left-hand side 
“f (X I,**‘, xi-l,XUy,&+l,***, x,,)” of RD. This means that A is of the form 
cc 
f( e1, . . . . G-1 9 4 G+lv . . . , e,)“, due to the fact that A is u-free. Then, Var( el) n 
Var( e,) = 0 if I # m, and there actually is a critical pair: 
(~~,f(~~,...,~i-~,~,~i+~,...,~~)~f(~~,...,@i-~,Y,~i+~,~.~,~~))~ 
where a:+\ci, Z\XU y. NOW, gu +g ~[z*x]u~[z+Y]. Si ce A is linear, A + p 
e critical pair, yielding p[ z c- x] v p[ z * y], 
too. The critical pair is convergent. 
- The critical sets in expression (4) and (6) are empty. 
Thus, expression (0) only, i.e., CP(Rd,“‘, RF’), may lead to nonconvergent critical 
pairs, whence the theorem. Cl 
Example 3.5. The rules of Example 1.2 form a regular system that .k E-terminating. 
We have CP(Rff, Rpf) = 0, which proves that the system is Church-Rosser. 
Example 3.6. Consider the following set of rules: 
{f(O) + O, fM~wwd~f0, 
2n(O)+O, 2n(s(x))+ ds(2n(x))), 
even?(O) + T, even?(s(O)) + F, 
even?( s( s( x))) + even?(x)}. 
Thus, f(x) computes nondeterministically an even integer between 0 and 2x. As 
previously, this system is regular, E-terminating, and CP( Rpf, Rpf) = 0. It is there- 
fore E-Church-Rosser. 
The hypothesis of left-linearity in Theorem 3.4 is necessary, as shown with the 
follcwing E-terminating, left-u -free but not left-linear system: 
{k+aub g(x, x) + x, gia,bbc, dW+c). 
We have CP(Rd,“‘, Rp’> = 0. However, 
g(k,k)+k+aub, (E-normal form) 
g(k,k)~g(aub,aub)~g(a,a)ug(b,b)ug(a,b)ug(b,a)-,aubuc 
(E-normal form) 
and the system is not E-confluent. Note that, actually, in this case, CP(Rpf, Rp) 
contains the nonconvergent critical pair “(x u y, x u y u g(x, y) u g(y, x))“, from 
the term “g(x u y, x u y)“. For such systems, one actually has the analogue of 
Thesrem 3.4: 
ition 3.7. Let ( U, E) be a left- 
E-Chwch-Rower i$ CP( Rpf, 
vergent. 
e u -system that is &terminating. men, 
)+CP(R,, Rd,eT)+CP(Rpf, R,) is con- 
The proof is as for Theorem 3.4. This result applies to the last example, to prove 
that the corresponding system is not E-confluent. 
3.1. Campletion procedwe 
can apply completion , 26, 27, 39]), in order to 
a syste a u-specification into a u-system. e results 
of 1291 for instance, immediately apply to the case where one would accept any 
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kind of u-system (not necessarily regular) as an output. However, since we are 
mainly interested in regular systems, let us simply recall what a completion procedure 
may be in the regular case. 
We recall that an E-reduction ordering is a quasi-ordering “>” on terms that is 
compatible with the operators of C such that the associated equivalence relation 
t > t’ & t’> t contains = E, and such that the associated ordering t > t’ & l( t’> t) is 
well-founded. 
Procedure COMPLETE(R, Eq, n) 
/* Initial call to the procedure is COMPLETE@, Edef, 0). “9 is a given E-reduction 
ordering */ 
while Eq is not empty do { 
choose an equation A = p in Eq, and remove it from Eq; 
Compute h& and p$, the normal forms for aR,E of A and lp; 
AJ =Ep& then COMPLETE(R, Edef, Eq) 
0 A& > pj, and R + (A + p} is regular then SIMPLIFY( R, Eq) BY 
“A + p” 
pi > A& and R + {p + A} is regular then SIMPLIFY(& Eq) BY 
‘+A,’ 
@ else STOP-with-FAILURE} 
if all rules in R are marked then STOP-with-SUCCESS 
else 
choose @rZy an unmarked rule A + P in R and assign label “n” to it; 
let CP stand for the set of critical pairs computed between A + p and the 
rules of R of label smaller than or equal to ?P; 
Eq+Eq+CP; 
mark the rule A-,p in R; 
COMPLETE(R, E, n + 1) 
end-procedure COMPLETE 
with: 
Procedure SIMPLIFY(R, Eq) BY “A + p” 
Let K be the set of the labels of the rules of R the left-hand side Zk of which is 
reducible by A + p, say into 2:; 
Rb-{lk+r#k+rk~ R, kf% and ri is a normal form of rk for +R~(~+,E}+ 
{A+pl 
lk+rkd? and ke 
e 
Choosing “fairly” the rules in the procedure CO 
infinitely often choosable wit 
following result. 
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eorenr 3.8. When the completion procedure stops with success, the resulting set of 
rules R is regular, E-terminating and E-Chtirch- Rosser, and = E+EdCC = ++R. Thus, 
t = E+Edcf t’ iff t&l/E =E &,E. 
Note. Suppose, for instance, that in the “case” statement of the completion pro- 
cedure, it happens that rJ > r& but R + {I+ r} is not regular (i.e., “I” is not linear 
or u-free). It is possible, however, to carry on the completion with the general 
completion procedure modulo E; in case of success of the generalized completion, 
the resulting system may of course not be regular. 
Example 3.9. Let us add to the (complete) system of Example 3.6 the following rule: 
even?( f (x)) + T. 
The completion procedure applied to the whole system runs as follows: 
- there is a critical pair between the first and the last rule: (even?(O), T), which 
trivializes into (T, T); 
- there is a critical pair between the second and the last rule: (even?@n (x) u 
f(x)), T), which normalizes into (even?(2n(x)) u T, T). The rule 
even?(2n(x)) u T+ T 
is added to the system,, which is not regular anymore. The general completion 
procedure has to start on the current state of the system; 
- there is a critical pair between this last rule and the third rule: (even?(O) u T, T), 
which trivializes into (T, T); 
- there is a critical pair between this last rule and the fourth rule: 
(even?(s(s(2n(x))) u T, T), which trivializes into (T, T). 
The procedure stops, and the resulting system is complete, though not regular. We 
remark that, in this case, there exists a regular presentation of the same specification, 
namely replacing the last rule by the rule: even?(2n(x)) + T. 
Lastly, note that, as shown in the next section, the previous script may be read 
as a proof that “even?( f(x)) =T" is an inductive theorem of the theory. 
roofs in u-specifications 
In this section, we address the question of the proof of inductive properties, via 
so-called inductionless induction methods (cf. [ 13, 18, 23, 27, 28, 343). We recall 
the following definition. 
A property t = t’ is an inductive theorem of a specification iR, for any 
good substitution a, ta and t’a are congruent via the axioms of the specification. 
e 
recent 
e to 
of I 
e inductionless in ction methods in the 
ly on the notion inductive reducibility, 
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simpler in its principle than previous approaches. However, this work is still under 
development; in particular, it is still not established whether inductive reducibility 
with nonlinear rules (such as RI, and not to mention R$[ that may be supposed 
empty here) is decidable when dealing with AC operators, though it is likely to be 
so. Also, a drawback is that, so far, there exist only prototypes of implementations 
for this approach; and actually, the experiments accounted nere have been performed 
on systems that do not encompass these new features. 
We suppose here that a regular, E-termin ing and E-Church-Rosser u-system 
is given. We have the following definition. 
Definition 4.2. (1) A term is E-inductively reducible iff all its ground instances are 
reducible for +R/E. 
(2) A term is freely inductively reduci6le iff all its ground, u-free instances are 
reducible for + Rp’. 
We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 4.3. A u -free term is E-inductively reducible i$it is freely inductively reducible. 
Proof. Suppose that t is E-inductively reducible. Let a be a ground, u-free substitu- 
tion. ta is reducible by + R/E, and thus necessarily by + Rp’ since no equation of 
RIND can be applied (modulo E). This means that t is freely inductively reducible; 
Conversely, suppose that t is freely inductively reducible. Let o be a ground 
substitution. If a is u-free, then tcr is + Rpf-reducible. Otherwise, since t admits a 
root symbol and to contains at least a “u” symbol (or a “0” symbol), the rule RD 
(or RN) applies to tcr. In any case, ta is -, R,E-reducible. Cl 
This allows to extend the results of [28] to our framework. To this effect, the 
completion procedure of Section 3.2 is modified in the following fashion. The 
statement SIMPLIFY( R, Eq) BY “A + p” is replaced by 
if A is not freely inductively reducible by R0 
then STOP-with-DISPROOF 
else SIMPLIFY(R, Eq) BY “h + p”. 
The statement “SIMPLIFY( R, Eq) BY ‘p + A”’ is modified similarly. 
procedure IND-COMPLETE is called inductive completion proce 
We now suppose that a regular, E-terminating and E-Church 
RO is given and that one wishes to determine if a set of equations 
The 
ETE( 
bound to “R<‘, and that its value will ch 
as a nstant throughout he 
then ve the following result. 
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Theorem 4.4. If IND-COMPLETE runs without reaching the “STOP-with- 
FAILURE” statement, hen : 
(1) Eq is inductively valid iff the procedure reuches the “STOP-with-SUCCESS” 
statement, or runs forever; 
(2) Eq is not indwtively valid i$ the procedure reaches the “STOP-with- 
DISPROOF” statement. 
f. We notice that in the modified statement hereabove, if R + {A + p} is regular, 
then A is u-free. Thus, in order to check that A is E-inductively reducible, it is 
enough to check that it is freely inductively reducible, according to Lemma 4.3. 
Now, except for thia difference, our procedure IND-COMPLETE and the one of 
[28] are similar, and the validity results proven there also apply to our case. 0 
Example 4.5. The system given in Example 1.2 is regular, E-terminating and E- 
Church-Rosser. The inductive completion procedure is applied to the formula 
((plMU,rkx = (PII_@? II r))::x 
that normalizes into 
((pU.q)u_r)::x = (PlL(d_r)+(4l_q))::x. 
With our completion procedure, there is only one critical pair to consider,’ from 
the term “(((a ;P)(Lq)U,r) : x”, that becomes trivial after normalization. Free induc- 
tive reducibility is checked by hand; this is easy in this case since “II”, “k” and 
Gb, -99 . . have complete definitions. The previous formula is therefore an inductive 
theorem of the specification. Cl 
It is interesting to notice that the equation 
((P II 4) II 4: : x = (P II (4 II 41: :x 
is now an equational theorem of the completed system. 
This example has also been treated in REVE-2 (cf., e.g., [34,37]), i.e., with a 
general AC completion procedure. The system had to compute 111 critical pairs 
(which all became trivial), to be compared with the one critical pair computed 
with our approach. This clearly demonstrates the gain that we obtain for regular 
u-theories. 
These kind of specifications for concurrent systems have also been considered, 
for instance in [4,5,6]. There too, all possible critical pairs had to be computed in 
an ad hoc fashion [6]. Thus, when compared with related works, our formalism 
provides a general framework for the proof of such properties, in a quite efficient way. 
Lastly, as in the previous section, notice that if the current system is not regular 
any longer at a given step of the completion (either because an equation to be 
proven could not be oriented into a left-u-free, left-linear rule, or because the 
procedure produced itself such a kind of equation), then it may still be possible to 
apply the general inductive completion procedure of [26,28]. 
’ Taking into account only one axiom such as (a ; p) U, 9 = a ; ( p 119). 
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xample 4.6. Still with the same specification, the formula 
((p;q);t)::x = (p;(q;r))::x 
is an equational theorem of the specification. Consider the more complicated 
equation 
~((~;qMIld::~ = ((p;(q;r))l[ s)::x 
which is not an equational theorem. After normalization, both sides contain “u” 
symbols, and the corresponding system cannot be turned into a regular one. We 
therefore made the experiment of running the general inductive completion pro- 
cedure on this example, under the system REVE-2. Three new rules 
were generated, and the procedure stopped, thus proving that the previous formula 
was an inductive theorem of the specification. 
However, in this general case, the amount of computation (moduio AC) is far 
larger than in the case covered by Theorem 4.4, as shown above. 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have considered the feasibility of term-rewriting systems taking 
into account nondeterminism. Such systems pecify sets of possible results, and 
choice is simulated by the union of such sets. The main characteristic of this work 
is that it leads to automatic theorem-proving methods, extending to rondeterministic 
specifications principles now widely used in the deterministic framework and imple- 
mented in large systems. The class of the regular systems that correspond to natural 
restrictions on the specification of the choice may be treated in a simple way, with 
little use of AC-pattern-matching or unification procedures. For these systems, the 
completion procedures that we present are far more efficient han the classical AC 
completion procedures. We have developed several examples illustrating the applica- 
bility of the method to nontrivial specifications. 
The main limitation of general term-rewriting systems, considering that the work 
accounted here provides an alternative to the confluence requirement, remains now 
that nonterminating computations still cannot be taken into consideration. A possible 
solution would be to consider only their finite approximations. For instance, in 
order to specify a process uch that (x), we can synthesize the process 
P(x, n) defined (in a finitely termi 
(x, 0) = 6 and 
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and prove properties about &, n) for every n. But this will not allow to deal with 
properties uch as fairness or partial correctness. The work of [41] may be relevant 
w.r.t. such issues. 
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